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How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/07 19:31
_____________________________________

To setup just 1 automated post per day in ABS, do you enter in the post randomly between: 1 and 1 or
should I set 24 hours in each box ?
Jane
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by Janet - 2010/10/08 17:41

_____________________________________

WebSolutions
I used 22 and 24 hours, thinking the program wouldn't take 24 and 24. I checked the scheduling of my
post and they we're set one per day. Just the way I wanted it.
Janet B)
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/08 18:17
_____________________________________

Thanks Janet,
You're still working with 22 and 24 hours yes ?
Jane
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by Janet - 2010/10/08 21:09

_____________________________________

Hi Jane
Yes, I am. I had uploaded about 12 amazon ads and scheduled them for 22 and 24 hours apart. Their
scheduled to post 1 each day. So far so good. I think one ad or article per day is sufficent, we don't want
them to think were spammers. What's your opinion?
Janet
============================================================================
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Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/10 18:37
_____________________________________

My exact thoughts too Janet ...
I'd have thought that one batch of fresh content per day should be enough to keep the search engines
happy - perhaps some SEO expert out there might clarify this though but as you've said, my concerns
were that the search engines might consider my new blog as spamming.
Are you just posting Amazon content Janet or have you added a feed to them as well ?
What I'm after knowing now is how much Amazon content should you upload, should you have an even
amount of content from each source possible or is all Amazon content okay for the time being ?
i.e. Just wondering if I should be adding my own articles so many times per week, a combo of CB
content, Amazon etc ...
Any thoughts anyone ?
Jane
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by Janet - 2010/10/12 01:28

_____________________________________

Hi Jane
Yes, I did add a rss feed. Take a look. It's scheduled one every day just like the amazon ads. I didn't
have any problem with it, after what I went through with the images and the plr articles not showing up.
Now, I need to see what else I can do. I need a privacy policy since I have Google ads on the blog. At
least I think I do. Any thoughts.
Janet :)
Jenny Jones Weight Loss Blog
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/12 10:16
_____________________________________

Hi Janet,
So have you managed to schedule each type of post ?
I thought you could only add the scheduling in once, on the actual blog setup - are you saying that
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you've found a way of adding 1 Amazon post and 1 feed post each per day ?
I'd be interested in hearing how you are scheduling each post type ...
As for a privacy policy - me being a bit ignorant on Google ads, I wasn't aware you needed a privacy
policy statement on your blog - what I'll do, is take a look online and Google the terms 'privacy policy for
blogs' or something like that and see what comes up.
As a last resort, I do have PP's on a couple of sites I have but I'm not too sure if they would be okay for
use as obviously this is something which appertains to Google itself.
I suppose it might also be worth considering a 'terms' page, 'copyright' page etc ?
Regards
Jane
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by Janet - 2010/10/13 16:00

_____________________________________

Hi Jane
Sorry, I didn't get back with you sooner. As far as scheduling the post, I really didn't do anything
special. I have the schedule set for 22 to 24 hours. So whenever you post amazon ads, clickbank, plr
articles or feeds, each one will be scheduled to post once a day. Now , if you want to change the
scheduling of each of these post, you would have to edit the blog detail. Let say, if you want to post a
feed every two days, change your blog details to 46 to 48 hours, or amazon ads every three days,
change it to 70 to 72 hours. But alway remember to check to see what your settings are before
uploading. Does this make sense to you. I'm not very good expressing myself.
Let me know, if you find anything out on the privacy policy, if it's needed. Thanks.
Have a great day!
Janet B)
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/13 16:48
_____________________________________

Hi Janet,
Thanks for responding ...
So you can't schedule each individual post within ABS then ?
... or schedule the specific types of posts ?
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... other than applying those schedules to everything that is uploaded ?
I still haven't found out any more on the Privacy Policy query - perhaps Nick Carty might add his
thoughts here and confirm whether one is needed either way ?
If I hear more, I'll drop in a post here for everyone ...
Jane
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/16 16:34
_____________________________________

Hello Janet,
Not sure if you are still looking - perhaps you could PM me (if that is the correct) :) ...
I've found a plugin relating to Google Adsense which puts a Privacy Policy statement on your WP blog
which, I believe, is required - from what I've read anyway ...
PM me with your e-mail address and I'll send you the plugin or download link ...
Sorry for the delay, I've been having to try and get my head around loads in addition to that query.
Jane
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by bookmarks25 - 2010/12/15 15:20

_____________________________________

do you need to have the software on for it to post ?
============================================================================

Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by Johnno - 2010/12/21 22:52

_____________________________________

Regarding a privacy policy:
I use the "Easy Privacy Policy" pluginn all my Wordpress blogs.
To get it go to your Wordpress admin, select "Plugins", "Add New" from the left hand side menu and in
the search box type "Easy Privacy Policy". It will be the first plugin in the search results list.
============================================================================
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Re:How To Setup Just 1 Post Per Day Every Day
Posted by retailsaleem - 2010/12/30 23:01

_____________________________________

Does the set up of posting between 24 hour's is not working?
============================================================================
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